
Chapter 6: Bajo Responses to
Australian Policy

During the period of developments in Australian responses to Indonesian fishing
activity during the 1970s and 1980s, Bajo continued to operate both inside and
outside the permitted zones. During that time surveillance patrols and repeated
boardings of Indonesian perahu by Australian officials had little effect in deterring
continued shark fishing operations in the prohibited offshore areas along the
continental shelf. While shark was the main product sought after by the majority
of Bajo perahu, at certain times they pursued other marine products including
reef fish, trochus shell and turtle shell. However, the collection of valuable
sedentary products such as trochus and turtle shell ceased with an increase in
Australian surveillance and enforcement and eviction of fishermen from the
northwest coast in the 1970s.

Bajo and Pepelan perceptions of the reasons for policy developments that
resulted in their loss of access to certain fishing grounds during the 1970s show
that Indonesian fishermen do not understand sophisticated Western principles
concerning the need for border, customs and quarantine regimes, scientific
notions of the need for resource management, or developments in international
maritime law. The Bajo and other ethnic fisher groups in eastern Indonesia do
not have a deliberate disregard for the law but, from their perspective, laws and
regulations are meaningless if they restrict access to resources upon which their
livelihood depends.

The recollections and personal experiences of men from Mola, Mantigola and
Pepela who were part of the Bajo fishing fleets that accessed the Timor and
Arafura seas in 1994 provide the evidence to support an argument that the
official Australian perspective on the nature and extent of shark fishing is flawed.
This group of 31 men, aged between 30 and 60 years, born in either Mantigola
or Mola, were perahu owners and/or captains or senior crew members in 1994.
The men were interviewed about when they first went sailing to the north
Australian region, and particularly of their shark fishing activities during the
1970s. Many had first sailed to the Australian region in the late 1960s and early
1970s. A few of the older men had even sailed to offshore reefs and islands in
the Timor Sea to catch reef fish in the 1950s and 1960s. For some of them,
Australia has been the main destination for distant shore seasonal voyaging since
they were old enough to sail. Bajo narratives also show that some of the Australian
Government’s attempts to educate and inform fishermen have been misguided.
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The Growing Focus on Sharks
According to the Bajo, shark fin became the main product sought during the
late 1960s and early 1970s when market prices in China and Southeast Asia rose
in response to growing consumer demand. Twenty-eight men recall undertaking
shark fishing voyages in the Timor and Arafura seas between 1969 and 1979,
and for some, this was the first time they went sailing to Australia. Two of their
accounts indicate the patterns and motivations for shark fishing at the time.

In 1970 we started fishing for shark because there was a price for it in
Ujung Pandang. Between 1970 and 1975 we sold the fin to a trader in
Ujung Pandang named Johnny Goh who had a shop near the harbour.
Then in 1977, the boss started to buy the fin directly from Mola through
Haji Djunaedy and some other haji in Mola. In those times we only needed
a capital [perongkosan] of Rp 1–200 000 and the interest rate was only
2.5 per cent. In 1975, when the borders were still open, some Pepela
people started to fish for shark and joined the Mola men. Before that
Pepela people fished for trochus and trepang. We sold the fin in Mola
until 1988–89 then we started to sell the fin in Pepela. It is better to sell
the fin in Pepela because we can go out more times. If we have to sail to
Ujung Pandang we can only go out once a season (Si Kaharra, Mola
Selatan).

I first sailed to Australia in 1969. In the early 1970s we sold shark fin to
traders in Ujung Pandang. This meant we could only sail once in a season.
The price was Rp 1500 per kilogram for potong biasa [crude cut with
some meat still attached]. When we arrived in Ujung Pandang, we
dropped anchor and the traders would come to our perahu, ask what we
had to sell, and give us coffee, sugar, and cigarettes. Later the boss would
come out and buy the fin and pay us straight away. We still used shark
rattles and handlines then. There were no borders and we caught a lot
of shark, sometimes 400–600 kilograms, sometimes as much as 1 tonne.
Usually, after selling the fin we obtained Rp 2–3 000 000 to share. The
cost of the voyage was not much then, only about Rp 2–300 000 and
each crew member only had to put in Rp 25 000 towards the cost of the
voyage. In about 1974, Haji Djunaedy started providing the capital to
cover the cost of the voyage, so we sold the shark to him in Mola, not
in Ujung Pandang any more. This continued until the late 1980s and
early 1990s. Then we started to sell the shark in Pepela. But during this
time, some Bajo still sold the shark in Ujung Pandang or Bau Bau because
the price of shark fin was always higher in Ujung Pandang (Si Nasir,
Mola Selatan).

During the east monsoon (from April to November) Bajo departed from Mola
and Mantigola in their perahu lambo and sailed to Pepela where they would take
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on extra supplies and wait for suitable wind conditions to sail south to fish
around the reefs and islands in the Timor Sea and along the shallow waters of
the continental shelf off the northwest coast of the Australian mainland. These
shallow waters are known as air putih (white waters) and are considered to be
very productive shark fishing grounds. They stretch from northwest of Cape
Leveque and around Adele Island across to Holothuria Banks, and to the northeast
and east of Ashmore Reef along the Sahul Banks (see Map 6-1). In order to reach
fishing grounds along the Kimberley coast, perahu would navigate by means of
beacons located on some of the islands in the Timor Sea or on the mainland along
the Kimberley coast. At the end of a fishing expedition they sometimes travelled
back through Pepela to replenish supplies or exchange dried strips of salted
shark meat (balur) for lontar palm sugar (gula air) before sailing to Mola or
Mantigola or to other towns or cities in eastern Indonesia to sell the catch.

Map 6-1: Bajo shark fishing grounds.

During the west monsoon, especially during periods of light wind conditions
in February and March, shark fishing expeditions focused on the eastern part
of the Timor Sea and western part of the Arafura Sea. Although voyages at this
time of year were never as regular or frequent as during the east monsoon, the
end of the west monsoon is ideal for fishing. This period of light variable winds
and smooth seas, known as the doldrums in English literature, is often interrupted
by short intermittent squalls and possible cyclonic activity, and during these
periods perahu would make for sheltered islands for protection.
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During the west monsoon, vessels departing from Mola first sailed to one of
the islands located off the eastern tip of Timor or to Selaru Island in the southern
Tanimbar group. From here they would sail south, drifting and fishing along
the Sahul Banks and shallow waters of the continental shelf lying to the north
of Bathurst Island. Some also went from the Tukang Besi Islands to Dobo in the
Aru Islands and from there sailed south to fish the waters north of the Gulf of
Carpentaria (see Map 6-1). The boats would then travel back through the Banda
Sea with the first of the southeast monsoon winds, usually in April. Bajo perahu
apprehended and taken to Darwin in 1985 and 1992 were caught during shark
fishing voyages in the Arafura Sea at the end of the west monsoon.

Occasionally some vessels also sailed to Pepela during the west monsoon and
from there undertook short voyages, depending on the wind conditions, to fish
around the reefs and islands in the Timor Sea. Three Bajo perahu apprehended
off the Kimberley coast in 1975 and two apprehended and taken to Broome in
March 1990 had followed this pattern. The distance between fishing grounds
and trade centres, and the dependence on prevailing wind conditions, meant
that until the late 1980s perahu would normally sail and fish just once during
the east or west monsoon seasons. The duration of time spent fishing was variable
and depended on both supplies and weather conditions. A trip could be between
three to eight weeks, with longer periods spent fishing during the calmer months
of the east monsoon.

Voyages were financed by complex credit arrangements. Financial capital,
including the cost of provisioning vessels with firewood, water, rice and money
for the families during the men’s absence, was usually obtained in Mola or
Mantigola. The capital came from the fishermen themselves, their extended
family, moneylenders or village traders in marine products. The cost of a typical
shark fishing expedition was around Rp 1–300 000, depending on the number
of crew. Upon return, the shark fin was sold to traders in Mola, Ujung Pandang
or Bau Bau, or sometimes to traders in Kupang, Ambon or Dobo, depending on
the time of year. The cost of the voyage and provisions was taken out of the
money made from the sale of the fin. The remainder was divided between the
perahu owner and crew, with the owner of the perahu receiving three shares and
each crew member one share.

It is difficult to ascertain specific prices for shark fin since they depended
on the quality and type of fin and where it was sold. While Si Nasir stated that
the price of shark fin was Rp 1500/kg in Ujung Pandang in the early 1970s, Si
Goseng, a Bajo man living permanently in Pepela since the late 1980s, said that
he received Rp 600/kg in 1971, but by 1974 the price had risen to Rp 1200/kg,
and in 1987 he received Rp 15 000/kg. Si Sabaruddin stated that in 1979 he and
his crew received Rp 25 000/kg in Mola. Si Acing, who went shark fishing for
the first time in 1970, said that after a shark fishing trip in 1979, where he and
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his crew caught 400 kg of shark fin, they sold the catch in Ambon at Rp 6500/kg.
Usman, the captain of the Usaha Selamat who was apprehended in 1985, stated
in the Record of Interview that he expected to receive Rp 3500/kg for shark fin
in Mola. These diverse responses, although dependent on a range of variables,
indicate a gradual rise in the price of shark fin over time.

Between the 1960s and the 1980s, fishermen from Pepela also fished in the
Timor Sea and off the northwest coast, but generally kept to the islands and
reefs where they concentrated on collecting sedentary marine products and reef
fish. Interaction between Bajo and Pepela fishermen meant that some Pepela
fishermen adopted the Bajo shark fishing techniques using handlines and rattles.
They also engaged in shark fishing around the reefs and islands in the permitted
areas around Ashmore Reef (Russell and Vail 1988).

During the early 1970s, as well as shark fishing, some Bajo from Mola and
Mantigola embarked on voyages to the Kimberley region along the northwest
coast to harvest trochus shell and turtle shell. In the late 1960s the price of
trochus began to rise due to a depletion of stocks in Indonesia and other parts
of the world and to growing demand from button and paint manufacturers
(Campbell and Wilson 1993: 43). During the years from 1971 to 1975, a number
of perahu from Mola embarked on voyages to collect trochus shell at Yampi
Sound, King Sound, Adele Island and Cape Leveque. 1 Their crews recall
encounters with Australian naval patrol ships, having their perahu boarded and
searched, being questioned, told to return to Indonesia, and even having their
catch of trochus dumped overboard. For the Bajo, this period marked the
beginning of increasing contact with Australian authorities.

I met a patrol ship at Yampi, but they did not apprehend us, only ordered
us to return home. There, I was looking for trochus. At that time, during
the 1970s, there were hundreds of perahu, many of them went too close
to the coast. They were spotted by aircraft. In 1975, there were lots of
patrol boats. I remember one Bajo being hit on the shoulder by one of
the officers (Si Badolla, Mola Selatan).

Si Ntole (from Mola Selatan) and his crew were fishing for shark fin in the
Timor Sea in 1974 but during strong winds the unmotorised perahu was blown
off course. The boat ended up at a reef further east near the Australian coast
and there the crew discovered a large population of hawksbill turtles. Taking
the opportunity over a few days, the crew captured a large number of turtles,

1  Si Kaharra collected trochus in 1972 at Cape Leveque. Si Nasir visited Yampi Sound and Adele Island
to collect trochus in 1971. Others, including Si Badolla, Si Usman, Si Kati, Si Hasim, Si Goseng and Si
Nurdin, also speak of trochus collecting in the period 1972–76. Most men recall collecting trochus only
once or twice during a trip while they continued to fish for shark as well. A perahu could undertake a
voyage to King Sound to collect trochus shell and, on its return journey north, might fish for shark fin
for a few days.
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the shell was sold in Mola, and the crew made a large profit. Word of Si Ntole’s
success spread throughout the village. After obtaining directions on the location
of the reef from the original crew, a number of boats left Mola in August that
year. One was a perahu lambo owned by Si Usman from Mola Utara, and another
was a motorised perahu owned by Haji Djunaedy from Mola Selatan. After calling
in at Pepela, both perahu encountered strong winds while sailing south. Haji
Djunaedy and his crew turned back. Si Usman and his crew, unperturbed by
the weather, kept going but ended up at King Sound from where they slowly
sailed east before finally locating the reef. Over one week they collected one
tonne of turtle shell, then sailed to Ujung Pandang and sold it, making a small
fortune. This enabled Si Usman to buy a motorised perahu and a few years later
make the haj to Mecca. Haji Djunaedy, after waiting for the wind to die down,
set off again from Pepela, located the reef and also collected a substantial amount
of turtle shell. 2 The reef in question is Holothuria Reef, now known to the Bajo
as Sapa Ntole (Ntole’s Reef).

Another area where turtles were collected was a large reef located in Yampi
Sound. According to Si Kariman, the reef was first ‘discovered’ by Si Darisa,
from Mola Selatan, who named the reef Karang Bebek (Duck Reef) because the
shape resembles that of a duck.

When I visited Karang Bebek in the 1970s we caught a lot of turtle and
filled the entire perahu with shell. We also met orang Marege [Aboriginal
people] at the reef and we gave them some turtle meat. They were also
catching turtles but not using the same method as us (Si Kariman, Mola
Selatan).

With the increase in Australian surveillance and enforcement measures from
1974 onwards, including Operation Trochus in 1975 and 1976, trochus and turtle
shell harvesting by Bajo along the Kimberley coast appears to have largely ceased.
However, this only meant that shark fishing in the permitted areas and along
the Sahul Shelf became more important.

2 The Broome Historical Museum contains two interesting photographs taken from this period. One is
in a file entitled ‘Indonesian Illegal Fishing’ and the other is framed and hanging in the front room of
the museum. The first photograph is captioned ‘Malcolm Douglas with Indonesian fishermen from four
boats off our shores in 1974’. Malcolm Douglas is a local Broome resident who runs the crocodile farm
at Cable Beach. The photograph shows Douglas in the foreground leaning on a dugout canoe with at
least six other canoes in the background containing 14 fishermen. One of the fishermen is wearing a
hat typically made and worn by Bajo people. The other photograph (Plate 6-1) is a close-up of a man
sitting in a canoe. It was taken at a location off the top end of Montgomery Reef (east of Koolum Island)
in the Kimberley region. The caption reads ‘Indonesian fishermen located by Malcolm Douglas 1974’.
The man in the photograph is easily recognised as La Toke, from Mola Selatan, who was a crew member
on the perahu owned by Haji Djunaedy. La Toke was also a crew member on the Sumber Bahagia in
1994.
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Plate 6-1: A Mola Bajo fisherman photographed in August 1974.

Source: Broome Historical Museum (photograph courtesy of Malcolm Douglas).
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Bajo Perceptions of Australian Policy
When Bajo speak of the period between 1920 and the early 1970s, it is
remembered as a time of relative freedom (dulu bebas) to fish in the Timor Sea.
For example:

In the past, it was open [bebas], we were not disturbed, in fact when we
met with Australian navy or oil rig workers they gave us food and water
but this is not the case now (Si Kariman, Mola Selatan).

But when Bajo speak about fishing in Australian waters since the 1974
Memorandum of Understanding, they commonly say ‘nanti sekarang dilarang’
(‘now it is forbidden’).

The Mola Bajo understanding of the new restrictions on their fishing activities
and landing rights differs from the official Australian point of view. They
commonly say it is because other people — namely the Madurese and Pepelans
— had broken into, vandalised and damaged buildings and store rooms on
various islands in the past, and because of similar acts on the islets at Ashmore
Reef, this area was also closed to fishing.

After the time of the plane [1936], it was still all right for the Bajo to fish,
even if we met with patrol boats we were still permitted to fish [masih
bebas] at Ashmore Reef, Scott Reef, Adele Island and Rowley Shoals. But
now the area is guarded and we were not allowed to fish there any more
because of thieves. The Madurese people in perahu lete lete broke into
the buildings, destroyed the inside and stole things, which ended in a
serious result. If they hadn’t done this we would have been allowed to
continue fishing. At that time I encountered the patrol ship number
0090. On the ship was an interpreter, a Malaysian. He told me the reason
we were not allowed to fish there any more. He said Indonesians are
thieves. He said the buildings contained supplies, like water and food
for people that are in trouble and had a shortage. He said ‘don’t break
into the buildings and don’t take anything’. Just imagine if they hadn’t
wrecked the buildings we would still be allowed to search for fish,
trochus and shark (Si Badolla, Mola Selatan).

The Pepela people broke into the buildings, took things, and Australia
was angry (Si Idrus, Mola Utara).

The Raas people destroyed storerooms on the islands, that’s why we
can’t fish there any more (Si Hasmin, Pepela).

During the 1960s and 1970s, there were a number of reported acts of
vandalism by Indonesian fishermen against Australian weather stations and
store rooms on islands including West Islet at Ashmore Reef, Scott Reef, Browse
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Island, Adele Island and Rowley Shoals. The following example is contained in
the Ashmore Reef Plan of Management:

An automatic weather station was erected on West Island in 1962. By
1970 all equipment had been stolen and the inner walls removed. The
station was refurbished in 1971 but pilfering and vandalism again resulted
in the destruction of the station. It was abandoned in 1973 (ANPWS
1989: 13).

On 17 August 1977, in reply to a question in the House of Representatives
debate concerning the text of the sign erected at Ashmore Reef in 1975, the then
Minister of Primary Industry, Mr Sinclair, read out the English-language version
of the sign. Points 5 and 6 declared:

You must not interfere with the automatic weather stations on Ashmore
Island, Scott Reef, Browse Island, Rowley Shoals, Adele Island. Indonesian
fishermen found anywhere in possession of material suspected of having
been taken from those automatic weather stations are liable to be
prosecuted in Australian courts. There is no food or water in any of the
automatic weather stations. If you try to enter them they will send a
radio message to Australia and the Royal Australian Navy will come to
investigate.

Unless you are shipwrecked, you must not take food from the food dumps
left by Australia on the islands. If you are not shipwrecked and take the
food, you could cause people who have truly been shipwrecked to die
of starvation (DFAT 1988: 15).

In a House of Representatives debate on 19 November 1981, the Minister for
Health, Mr MacKellar, replied to a question on illegal landings by Indonesian
fishermen since July 1978. He stated that there had been 25 landings on
Australian soil reported by surveillance air and sea patrols. One of these, dated
25 September 1979 reads:

An Army Nomad aircraft sighted an Indonesian fishing vessel in the
vicinity of Adele Island. The Transport vessel M.V. Cape Pillar responded
and found that the food and water cache at Adele Island lighthouse had
been stolen and there was Indonesian writing on the lighthouse walls.
The fishing vessel was not relocated (DFAT 1988: 26).

It is easy for the Bajo to blame other groups of competing fishermen for acts
of vandalism and destruction. By way of contrast, La Muru, a longtime Pepela
resident who has fished for decades at the offshore reefs and islands, said: ‘The
Bajo wrecked the buildings and storerooms on the islands which is why it became
forbidden to fish near the coast.’ It is of little importance which group was
ultimately responsible for the vandalism, but what is interesting is that the two
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competing groups of fishermen have the same ideas about why their fishing
activity came to be restricted. Neither group thought the restrictions were the
result of the heightened Australian immigration or quarantine concerns, the
expansion of Australian maritime and fisheries zones under international maritime
treaties and law, the impact of international agreements and obligations, concerns
with over-fishing of certain marine resources, or the attempt to protect the
conservation values of specific areas such as Ashmore Reef. Australian agencies
have obviously failed in their campaign to educate the fishing communities of
eastern Indonesia on the complex issues of border security, international law
and environmental conservation. A more targeted, cross-cultural and socially
informed communications campaign based on local perceptions would be more
likely to achieve this educational goal.

Shark Fins and Longlines
Shark fins are one of the most expensive seafood commodities in the world.
Shark fins consist largely of soft collagen and elastin fibres commonly referred
to as fin needles. They are highly prized and sought after by the Chinese as a
luxury culinary delicacy. When processed, they form the basis of a number of
favourite Chinese dishes, most notably shark fin soup. Shark fin soup is associated
with prestige, banquet dining and is used to honour or impress special guests
on important occasions (Lai Ka-Keong 1983: 35). 3 The value of shark fins varies
according to the species (black or white), the size, and the types of cut (Rose
1996: 49).

After World War II, the consumption of shark fin was discouraged by the
Communist government in China as it was associated with élitism and bourgeois
standards. However, in the mid 1980s, the relaxation of state market controls,
increasing disposable incomes, and growing official acceptance of shark fin
consumption led to a dramatic increase in domestic demand. The wider growth
of Asian demand and the opening of China as a seemingly unlimited market for
shark fin were accompanied by significant increases in world prices during the
late 1980s and early 1990s (Rose 1996: 49–50).

A number of new developments occurred in the shark fin trade in Indonesia
as a consequence. Centred largely in Ujung Pandang, new entrepreneurs entered
the trade in the late 1980s, which led to increasing competition and a more
directed shark fishery in places like Pepela. 4  Before 1989 there were no
permanent traders living in Pepela. Visiting traders from Ba'a on Roti Island or

3  Shark fin became established in formal banquets during the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644). During the
Qing Dynasty (1644–1911), shark fin was listed as second among the ‘eight culinary treasures’ from the
sea. By the end of the Qing Dynasty, shark fin banquet dishes were well established among wealthy
consumers in both the southern Cantonese and Hong Kong cuisines (Rose 1996: 49).
4  Similar developments took place in other parts of the world. For example, Chinese fin traders from
Hong Kong established direct trade in West Africa, supplying outboard motors and gear to local fishermen
in return for harvested shark fin (Rose 1996: 92).
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Kupang in West Timor came across to Pepela during the fishing season to
purchase various marine products. In addition, like the Bajo, the Pepela fishermen
usually sold their catch directly to traders in Ba'a, Kupang, Ujung Pandang or
Bau Bau. In 1989 the first of a number of wholesalers established a permanent
direct trade in marine products in Pepela. This was a Hong Kong wholesaler
who began a partnership with a member of one of the wealthier Pepelan families.
He was followed by a trader from Ujung Pandang operating out of Kupang, who
placed his own buyers in Pepela. The large-scale traders provided capital to
their buyers in Pepela, who in turn supplied provisions and fishing materials
for shark fishing trips, as well as cash to the fishermen on credit. The fishermen
were then obliged to sell their shark fin catch to that buyer at the price offered
and also to pay off the cost of provisioning. This was the commencement of the
cycle of Bajo local indebtedness in Pepela. One of the traders also began to acquire
his own fleet of perahu lambo which he loaned to fishermen in order to undertake
shark fishing voyages. By 1994, the operation of at least four traders based
permanently in Pepela reflected the rising demand for shark fin and its
availability in the Timor Sea.

The migration of Bajo to Pepela also began around 1989. In the first wave of
migration some Bajo men arrived in Pepela without their own vessels. After
using boats owned by Pepelans, and sharing the profits with the owners, they
embarked on a number of fishing trips on their own boats during the next fishing
season. While some slept on their boats, others found temporary accommodation
in the village. In the following year, more Bajo arrived, either with or without
perahu, but they were accompanied by their families. Between 1990 and 1992
many of them lived in the main part of the village. They either rented or built
small houses and shelters close to the losmen (guest house) or next to the coconut
plantations in the east — an area which came to be known as Kampung Baru
(New Village). During this period many Bajo families stayed on at the end of the
east monsoon fishing season instead of returning to Mola or Mantigola.

In late 1992, with increasing numbers of Bajo families arriving in Pepela, the
local district government agreed to set aside the sandy beach area to the east of
the main settlement specifically for the Bajo. They were allowed to establish
their own kampong there in an area called Tanjung Pasir. Overcrowding in the
main part of Pepela had apparently caused some problems and friction between
the Bajo, the local community and local government. The settlement of Bajo was
welcomed by some of the local shop owners and traders because of the economic
benefits to be gained by new residents engaged in fishing and trading. Some
Bajo, who had built houses in the main part of the village and in Kampung Baru,
continued to live there but upgraded their dwellings. Others moved to the
Tanjung along with further new arrivals from Mola and Mantigola in 1993.
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The first dwelling was built on the Tanjung in November 1992 (Plate 6-2),
and by June 1993 some 36 houses were established on the beach. There are no
reliable figures available on the actual number of people who migrated at this
time, but it has been reported that some 113 Bajo families from Mola and a
number from Oenggai had migrated to Pepela by June 1993 (Fox 1998: 128). By
early September 1994 there were 42 houses on the Tanjung with approximately
50 Bajo houses in all of Pepela, inhabited by at least 65 families or approximately
300 people.

Plate 6-2: First Bajo house built on Tanjung Pasir, November 1992.

The migration of some Bajo from the Tukang Besi Islands to Pepela was
evidently correlated with a rise in the price of shark fin, the establishment of
permanent traders in Pepela, and the development of credit relations between
fishermen and traders to support shark fishing expeditions and the families of
absent fishermen. These conditions attracted more and more Bajo to settle in
Pepela, and meant that larger numbers of Bajo and Pepelan perahu were separately
targeting shark fin in the Timor Sea.

The presence of buyers who settled in Pepela also facilitated quicker financial
returns for the fishermen. Since many Bajo were now located closer to their
fishing grounds, they could fish between two and four times during an east
monsoon season and more frequently during the west monsoon. Although large
numbers of Bajo families relocated to Pepela, some vessels and crew continued
their usual pattern of voyaging from the Tukang Besi Islands to Pepela and the
Timor Sea and then returning to their villages again at the end of the east
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monsoon. With the establishment of traders in Pepela, these Bajo fishermen were
also able to obtain materials, goods and cash on credit and later sell their catch
in Pepela, so they too were able to embark on more fishing trips during a season.

With this system of trade in shark fin established, the number of boats
operating out of Pepela increased. In the past, most of the perahu in Pepela were
owned by individual families, and only a few of the wealthier residents owned
more than one. However, with good profits for existing boat owners from a
number of successful fishing trips over a short period of time, local residents,
including some of the traders, purchased more perahu lambo in an attempt to
further increase their returns. These lambo came from various places around
eastern Indonesia, particularly Southeast Sulawesi. Some Bajo from Mola and
Mantigola also saw this as an opportunity to sell their perahu in Pepela. In
addition, there was no shortage of available crew, particularly with large numbers
of Bajo living in Pepela eager to borrow a boat. This resulted in an increase in
perahu available for Bajo shark fishing voyages as part of an overall increase in
the number of boats operating out of Pepela. In 1988, 38 vessels, excluding those
owned by Bajo, were reported to be based in Pepela (Darling 1994). By 1993,
the office of the Harbour Master recorded approximately 82 Pepela-owned vessels
excluding Bajo perahu. An examination of AFZ boarding reports between 1979
and 1991 shows that all perahu crewed by Bajo were owned by Bajo. However,
by early 1992 some of the vessels boarded were owned by Pepelans but crewed
by Bajo.

These changes also affected the fishing patterns of other groups of Indonesian
fishermen operating in the Timor Sea. The fishermen of Pepela and Oelaba had
previously targeted sedentary reef products and sometimes shark in the permitted
reef areas. However, the ban on fishing at Ashmore Reef increased the pressure
on existing sedentary stocks at other reefs (Campbell and Wilson 1993: 180).
With higher prices offered for shark fin, more and more Pepela fishermen turned
to shark fishing, as did fishermen from the village of Oelaba. The first perahu
from Pepela and Oelaba were apprehended for illegal shark fishing in 1993. In
addition, the higher prices motivated large numbers of motorised Type 3 vessels
from other parts of Indonesia to target shark illegally in the northern Arafura
Sea within the AFZ.

The dramatic rise in the value of shark fin during the late 1980s and early
1990s is shown in the prices paid to the fishermen. In a survey undertaken at
Ashmore Reef in 1987, Russell and Vail (1988: 89) reported that fishermen from
Pepela expected to receive Rp 3 000–20 000/kg for black fin species and
Rp 6 000–50 000/kg for white (lontar) fin species. Most of the 13 crews of
fishermen they interviewed stated that the price of shark fin had already doubled
over the previous few years. But in 1994, fishermen in Pepela were receiving
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Rp 10 000–150 000/kg for black fin species and Rp 60 000–175 000/kg for white
fin species.

The increase in the price was not only a result of a general increase in the
price of shark fin worldwide; it was also due to changes in the type of cut of
black shark fin made by the fishermen. This occurred as a result of the closer
relationship between fishermen and traders based in Pepela. According to the
Bajo and the traders, shark fin was sold with a crude or straight cut (potong biasa)
before 1993. This type of cut actually retains quite a lot of meat, is therefore
heavier in weight, requires more processing, and commands a lower price. The
more valuable cuts are the half moon cut (potong semi) and the full moon cut
(potong full) which retain less meat and therefore weigh less (see Figure 6-1 and
Table 6-1). In 1993, most of the Bajo continued to cut black fin with a crude cut
as they had done for decades. However, later that year and during the 1994
season the Pepela traders instructed them how to measure fin and produce the
higher quality cuts. By the height of the season in 1994 nearly all Bajo were
producing either half moon cuts or full moon cuts.

Figure 6-1: Types of cuts of black shark fin.

Table 6-1: Example of 1994 prices for types of cuts of black shark fin in
Pepela.

potong fullpotong semipotong biasaBlack fin cut
150 00105 00040 000Price per kilogram (Rp)

The 1989 amendments to the 1974 MOU came into force around the same
time as these changes to the shark fin trade and Bajo voyaging patterns. This
meant that a large part of the Bajo shark fishing grounds along the Sahul Shelf
were now inside the 200 nm AFZ but still outside the area of the MOU box. These
policy measures had their own impact on Bajo fishing technology.

Around 1991 the Bajo replaced handlines and shark rattles with a particular
type of longline gear as the main gear used to catch shark. This example was
quickly followed by the Pepela fishermen. The story behind the change to
longline gear involves a Bajo captain and his crew from the village of Langara
on Wowonii Island in the Kendari region who sailed into Pepela to sell shark fin
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after a successful fishing trip using longlines in the Timor Sea. A two-year period
followed in which Pepela fishermen joined Bajo perahu to learn how to make
and use the new type of longline gear, and this in turn contributed to the greater
acceptance of Bajo people living in Pepela.

It should be noted that longline technology was not entirely new to the Bajo.
Small set longlines had been used for decades (Russell and Vail 1988: 84). This
type of gear, 100 m long with 5–7 large hooks, was usually set both inside and
outside the reef. The difference between the two sets is that the smaller longlines
were not deployed in the open ocean. The new form of longline was specifically
designed to target shark found in deeper open waters.

AFS boarding reports also confirm the gradual adoption of longline gear and
a gradual increase in its size. Reports from the 1980s indicate that all perahu were
using handlines and shark rattles, and none of the Bajo perahu boarded in 1990
were reported to have longline gear on board. One of the Bajo perahu boarded
in 1991, the Hasil Nelayan from Mola Selatan, was reported to have two sets of
longlines on board, each 100 m long with 8–10 hooks, but seven of those boarded
in 1992 had longlines ranging between 350 m and 1000 m in length with 50–60
hooks on each one. The six Pepelan perahu apprehended for illegal fishing in
September 1993 all used longlines as the main gear.

In 1994 a standard design of longline (Figure 6-2) was in use by all Bajo shark
fishermen. The dimensions of longlines differ between perahu and are dependent
on personal preference, as well as the financial situation of the fishermen. A new
set of longlines cost between 1 and 1.5 million rupiah in 1994, whereas shark
rattles and handlines would only cost a few thousand rupiah.

The use of shark rattles and handlines was still viewed as a successful and
quick method for catching sharks in shallow ‘white water’ along the northern
Australian continental shelf. According to one Bajo captain:

In white water there are many shark, [and] after two or three days fishing
with shark rattles, we can catch enough and return home. If the water
is too deep, the shark cannot hear the rattles (Si Kaharra, Mola Selatan).

So if the use of shark rattles and handlines was so productive why did the Bajo
adopt longline gear as the main form of shark fishing gear?
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Figure 6-2: Diagram of a set longline and its components.

We do not use it [shark rattle] much now, since the place where the fish
are is forbidden to us so we can’t use it. In the past, the place of the fish
was not forbidden and we still used shark rattles. In the past we could
sail to the shallow waters, but now we cannot — the water [where we
are permitted to fish] is deeper, and if we use shark rattles the shark do
not hear (Si Goseng, Pepela).

In former times, before it was prohibited by the Australian Government,
we fished here [shallow waters along the Sahul shelf]. We used shark
rattles. I myself, before it was forbidden, fished here. Within one day
we caught enough. But now it is prohibited. I am also afraid of them
taking my perahu, I would cry. So we do not use shark rattles anymore,
because in the deep water we already tried with shark rattles, but no
sharks emerged, no sharks ate the bait so that is why we changed
equipment (Si Idrus, Mola Utara).

The adoption of longlines was partly in response to the 1989 amendments to
the 1974 MOU. Under these arrangements fishermen lost access to much of the
shark fishing grounds along the shallow ‘white waters’ of the Sahul Shelf that
lie outside the box area and inside Australian waters. Having lost access to
shallow waters in the AFZ, the Bajo fishermen were forced into deeper waters
inside the MOU box and to the north, where handlines and shark rattles were
largely ineffective. They claim that longlines are used in waters at depths of 60
metres or more. Within the MOU box, there are only a few areas around Ashmore,
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Cartier and Browse islands which they consider to be good shark grounds that
are still suitable for fishing with handlines and rattles. The adoption of longline
gear was facilitated by the availability of credit, but this also created a financial
strain on the fishermen, contributing to the migration of Bajo to Pepela and
further economic reliance on the Pepela traders.
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